Figure 1. Theodosia Shepherd, from her 1905 seed catalog, folder 8459, collection O-009,
Nursery and Seed Catalog Collection. Courtesy of Special Collections, Peter J. Shields
Library, University of California, Davis.
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“The love of enterprise and Nature was
born in the woman”: Theodosia Shepherd
and the Gendered Garden of California
Commercial Horticulture, 1881–1906
Bethany Hopkins
This article examines California seed seller Theodosia Shepherd as a case study
of how women navigated gender norms to gain acceptance and success in late
nineteenth-century commercial horticulture. Shepherd tapped into western
boosterism and the women’s movement to expand and question limitations
on female fruit and flower growers.

O

n 5 April 1893, Theodosia Burr Shepherd
presented a paper at a meeting of the Southern California Pomological Society titled
“Horticulture for Women.” A thin, pale lady of nearly fifty, Shepherd was well known
in California and beyond for her popular flower seed, bulb, and plant business based
in Ventura, where the fruit-growing society met that year. But prior knowledge of her
business reputation would not have prepared the male audience for her lecture.
Shepherd opened by declaring, “It is only a few years ago in this country that
woman’s sphere was very limited . . . her work was circumscribed to narrow lines, out
of which she could not step without having an epithet hurled at her and losing her
place in society.” She credited the Civil War for marking “a great change in the work
of women. Workers were few—work was plenty. Women came forward and filled the
places successfully before occupied by their brothers.” Shepherd deemed horticulture
“the most healthful, most desirable, most pleasant, and in the end most remunerative”
enterprise for women and emphasized how businesses that commodified nature—be
it fruit, flowers, or vegetables—were now socially acceptable for women: “When any
Bethany Hopkins is a PhD candidate in history at the University of California, Davis. Her
dissertation examines relationships between women, business, and nature in California’s femalerun horticultural businesses. She thanks Louis S. Warren, Lisa G. Materson, Cecilia M. Tsu,
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woman recognizes her ability in any line of out-of-door work, and goes about it as if she
understood herself, the world is not slow to accord her right as an individual. It gives,
not criticism, but commendation.” The audience rewarded her speech with an ovation.
A month later, journalist Maggie Downing Brainard praised her pioneering seed business in Californian Illustrated Magazine, tying Shepherd’s success to her innate talents:
“love of enterprise and Nature was born in the woman.”1
By the turn of the century, Shepherd was one of the most famous California women
in commercial horticulture, the industry that produced flowering plants for decoration
and consumption. While women had made prominent inroads into the male-dominated
field, Shepherd’s life illustrates how these women skillfully navigated shifting gender norms
to justify their presence in this new industry. During the 1880s and 1890s, buoyed first
by the booster rhetoric of the state’s journalists and later by organized women’s groups,
females growing specialty crops in California—overwhelmingly white, middle to upper
class, and educated—helped transform commercial horticulture into a site of discussion
about women’s place in the world.
The relationship between women and nature in the West is part of the larger story
of how understandings of gender shape Americans’ interactions with the environment.
Historians offer several analyses to explain the success of female growers in California agriculture. Ian Tyrrell cites the middle-class values of the family farm, arguing that Californians
furthered the link between women’s advancement and society’s progress, which had been
part of agrarian rhetoric since at least the beginning of the nineteenth century. At the
same time, Douglas C. Sackman points to the context of a new booster vision of paradise,
a “garden of worldly delights,” where Southern California growers planted for aesthetic
pleasure and market profits. He contends that Shepherd and others used this Edenic vision
as a basis for questioning traditional social restrictions placed on women’s work.2
This article examines how Shepherd capitalized on prevailing gender norms to make
her enterprise more palatable and profitable in the decades leading up to the turn of the
century and suggests that other prominent horticultural businesswomen did likewise. The
1
“Pomological Society at Ventura,” Rural Californian, May 1893, 233–5 and Myrtle
Shepherd Francis, “Theodosia Burr Shepherd: A Modern Flora,” [c. 1930], 446, History of
Science and Technology Collection, Bancroft Library, Berkeley, CA (hereafter Technology
Collection). Most personal information on Shepherd comes from this unflinching, unpublished
biography written by her daughter, which also exists in a slightly different version: Myrtle
Shepherd Francis, “Theodosia Burr Shepherd: A Modern Flora,” Theodosia Burr Shepherd
Papers, ca. 1900–1940, Manuscripts Division, Department of Special Collections, University of
California, Los Angeles (hereafter Shepherd Papers). Maggie Downing Brainard, “Woman in
Commercial Horticulture,” Californian Illustrated Magazine, May 1893, 726.
2
Ian Tyrrell, True Gardens of the Gods: Californian-Australian Environmental Reform, 1860–
1930 (Berkeley, 1999), 46 and Douglas C. Sackman, “A Garden of Worldly Delights,” in Land of
Sunshine: An Environmental History of Metropolitan Los Angeles, ed. William Deverell and Greg
Hise (Pittsburgh, 2005), 247, 260. For more on the relationship between women and nature, see
Carolyn Merchant, The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology, and the Scientific Revolution (San
Francisco, 1980), xxi; Vera Norwood, Made from This Earth: American Women and Nature (Chapel
Hill, 1993), xi; and Virginia J. Scharff, ed., Seeing Nature through Gender (Lawrence, 2003), 3.
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dynamic at work recalls Susan R. Schrepfer’s argument about how female mountaineers
increased their social acceptance in the interwar years: those women, “by extending the
use of the words house and garden . . . defended their right to move freely and unencumbered through space, to be autonomous, to be with and like men.”3 Similarly, women growers used concepts of home and garden as tools to increase their acceptance and seek out
profit in a state eager to advance its agricultural industries. Over time, the view of female
horticulturists’ work—initially characterized as civilizing, domestic, and of limited commercial worth—was cast as more open, profitable, and evidence of women’s economic
value to the state.
Shepherd’s life provides a good case study for women in the horticulture industry.
Records show that between 1881, when Shepherd started her venture, and her death in
1906, at least seven hundred female commercial horticulturists set up shop in California.
But the majority left little evidence of their lives; they appear but briefly—as a line in census reports, city or state directories, or newspapers. By contrast, many sources containing
a wealth of information on Shepherd’s enterprise survive, saved by her daughter and business successor, Myrtle Shepherd Francis, who also wrote an unflinching, never-published
biography of her mother. In some ways, Shepherd was an exceptional grower: she specialized in flowers, not the more popular fruits, and managed to stay in business for twentyfive years—far longer than most women. Despite Shepherd’s uniqueness, her story shows
how women expanded gender norms to succeed in California commercial horticulture.4
By many measures, Theodosia Shepherd mirrored other white native-born women
who migrated to California in the late nineteenth century. Shepherd was born into a
fairly well-to-do family in Iowa Territory in 1845, headed by attorney Augustus Hall,
who later became chief justice of Nebraska Territory. Her education included attending Mrs. Bryan’s Seminary for Young Ladies in upstate New York. When she arrived in
California in 1873 she did so as part of a family unit that included her husband, attorney
Will Shepherd, and her first two children, six-year-old Gus and four-year-old Myrtle.5
The promise of better health drew the Shepherds westward. Like many Americans,
they learned about California from booster Charles Nordhoff’s serial missives in the
New York Post in the 1870s. This early promotional vision contained imagery that would
become garden-variety booster rhetoric: rich soil, fresh air, mild climate.6 Southern
3
Susan R. Schrepfer, Nature’s Altars: Mountains, Gender, and American Environmentalism
(Lawrence, 2005), 114.
4
California’s records on female grape growers are among the most complete. Secretary of
the Board of State Viticultural Commissioners, Directory of the Grape Growers and Wine Makers
of California (Sacramento, 1888) and Board of State Viticultural Commissioners of California,
Directory of the Grape Growers, Wine Makers and Distillers of California. . . . (Sacramento, 1891).

J. Sterling Morton, Albert Watkins, and George L. Miller, Illustrated History of Nebraska:
A History of Nebraska from the Earliest Explorations of the Trans-Mississippi Region. . . . (Lincoln,
1911), 348 and Francis, “Modern Flora,” 1, 43, 145, Technology Collection.
5

6
Charles Nordhoff, California: For Health, Pleasure, and Residence; A Book for Travellers
and Settlers (New York, 1872), 11–2.
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California sounded like paradise to Shepherd, especially with its reputation as a healing
climate for consumptives; she had chronic lung problems and, like most nineteenthcentury Americans, believed in the curative powers of fresh air.7
But life proved difficult after the family arrived in the coastal town of Ventura,
sixty miles northwest of Los Angeles. Will purchased and then ran the town’s newspaper, but in 1879 a rival Republican paper drove his Democrat-leaning publication out
of business. Forced to sell his business, home, and furniture, Will was despondent. His
aunt and uncle loaned him money to establish another law practice, but the family
struggled to maintain their middle-class status. Shepherd and the children lived with
relatives in San Francisco until her husband found a new house, and three years later
he continued to fork over pieces of property at auction to pay his taxes.8
Shepherd began the work that became her horticulture business in 1881, at her family’s economic nadir. Her younger sister, Ella Enderlein, sent the four Shepherd children
a subscription to Harper’s Young People. Shepherd found exchange columns in the magazine’s back pages and decided to trade homemade parlor decorations, along with plants,
seeds, and bulbs from her garden, for fancy needlework and embroidery. As demand for
her flower seeds grew, Shepherd sought to sell to eastern seed companies. She sent some
flower seeds in a letter to Peter Henderson, a well-known New Jersey market gardener. He
replied in 1882 with some of his own seeds and an encouraging note to begin wholesaling:
“California, to my mind, will within fifty years grow the flower seeds for the world. I advise
you if possible to go into the business at once.” She followed his advice, sending samples of
her seeds for smilax (an evergreen vine) and calla lily tubers to John Lewis Childs, James
Vick, and J. C. Vaughan, heads of the most successful U.S. seed companies. By 1883 she
had wholesale orders from all three, with her largest tubers fetching $7.50 per hundred.9
The lack of a male breadwinner in Shepherd’s family directed her business trajectory. In a culture still dominated by the idea of separate male and female spheres,
where women’s role in the home sat in opposition to men’s role in the marketplace, this
deficiency could propel women into business. Some married women like Shepherd no
longer received reliable support from their husbands. Eliza Tibbets moved with her husband, Luther, to Riverside in the 1870s, but Luther’s many ill-advised lawsuits drained
the family’s finances. Eliza used personal connections to procure two seedless navel
orange trees, then practically unknown in North America, and sold cuttings to enterprising growers.10 Jeanne Carr moved to Pasadena in 1880 with husband Ezra after his
7
Francis, “Modern Flora,” 125, Technology Collection. Shepherd likely suffered from tuberculosis. Victoria Padilla, “Theodosia Shepherd,” in Southern California Gardens (Berkeley, 1961),
145–50. For more on climate and health, see Linda Nash, Inescapable Ecologies: A History of
Environment, Disease, and Knowledge (Berkeley, 2007) and John E. Baur, The Health Seekers of
Southern California, 1870–1900 (San Marino, 1959).
8
Francis, “Modern Flora,” 272, 281, Technology Collection and Ventura County Book of
Deeds, 4 March 1881, book 9, Museum of Ventura County, CA (hereafter MVC).
9

Francis, “Modern Flora,” 300, 319, Technology Collection.
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dismissal from a professorship in agriculture at the University of California. With Ezra’s
health failing, Jeanne planted grapevines, citrus trees, and other fruits by the hundreds
to sell and attract visitors to her boarding house. Other businesswomen, like Georgie
McBride of Missouri, were widows. McBride bought a wheat field near San Jose and
planted an orchard of cherries, apricots, and prune plums to support herself and four
sons. Or Harriet Strong, whose husband, Charles, committed suicide in 1883. When
creditors came after his assets, Harriet converted his property in Whittier from cereal
crops to pampas grass and a walnut orchard.11 Upon the loss of a male breadwinner,
horticulture appealed to these women looking to make ends meet.
Most male horticulturists, meanwhile, belonged to a growing class of entrepreneurs
who shared a common outlook on business and nature. Earlier in the nineteenth century, New York and New England had become established horticulture centers. Here
nurserymen and plant societies thrived, and as Philip J. Pauly argues, “American horticulturalists hoped to enrich the flora of their nation and thereby bring its level of culture
up to that of western Europe.” The focus shifted to the West later in the century, where
irrigation in warmer, drier climates allowed new cultivation possibilities, especially in
California. Growers connected through the California State Board of Horticulture,
formed in 1883, and trade publications like the California Fruit Grower and the Pacific
Rural Press. Some, like citrus grower Abbot Kinney and orchardist John Bidwell, were
large landowners of considerable wealth, but most were small growers or middle-class
professionals-turned-horticulturists. In general, these men saw their work as bringing
commercial success and wealth to themselves and improving the natural environment
and the health and well-being of white, middle-class Americans.12
A comparison of Shepherd’s business investments with her public statements shows
how she used boosterism to increase her profits while maintaining a feminine appearance
of economic disinterest. During the 1885–1888 economic boom, a rate war between the
Southern Pacific Railroad and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company
drove down ticket prices and caused Southern California land speculation to spike.
the Birth of California’s Citrus Industry (West Chester, PA, 2011), 49, 55, 65; Tom Patterson,
Landmarks of Riverside and the Stories Behind Them (Riverside, CA, 1964), 33; and Luther C.
Tibbets, “Letter to William Saunders,” 17 March 1880, box 2, Patricia Ortlieb Collection on Eliza
L. Tibbets, 1850–1950, Special Collections & Archives, University of California, Riverside.
Mrs. C. A. Vawter to Jeanne Carr, “Deed to Carmelita Property,” 14 February 1877;
Jeanne Carr, “Complaint Against Altadena Railroad,” 2 January 1887; and A. L. Carr, “Partial
List of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs at Carmelita,” 1883, all box 1, Carr Family Collection,
1870–1936, Pasadena Museum of History, CA; Jane Apostol, “Jeanne Carr: One Woman and
Sunshine,” American West 15, July/August 1978, 28–33, 62–3; Brainard, “Woman in Commercial
Horticulture,” 722–3; and Bertha Smith, “What Women Are Doing in the West,” Sunset, April
1911, 412–3.
11
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Philip J. Pauly, Fruits and Plains: The Horticultural Transformation of America (Cambridge,
MA, 2007), 63; Tyrrell, True Gardens, 40–1; and David Curtis Hickman, “Landscapes of Green
and Gold: The Environmental Vision of the California Horticulturalists, 1849–1900” (PhD diss.,
University of California, Davis, 2011), iii, 11.
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Shepherd used her leverage as a founding member of the Southern California Floral
and Seed Company (SCFSC) and the Floral Park Company to quietly cash in on the
action. Both companies combined the flower and seed trade with real estate development. Shepherd owned one hundred shares in each company, valued at $10,000, 10
percent of the total stock of each. When interviewed by the press about the SCFSC,
Shepherd proudly promoted her city: “it has been a dream of mine to see Ventura the
head of seed and bulb growing.” She described how the company’s president and investors came together and the amount of company capital. But she never once mentioned
her own stake. Shepherd derived key benefits from these companies, including the use
of a five-acre tract of land for seed growing in exchange for planting it with ornamental
trees and shrubs. She made a strategic move not to publicize these facts.13
In the early years of her business, Shepherd also primarily highlighted women’s
domestic roles. Her first widely distributed seed catalogs often featured flowers named
after well-known men’s wives. Her 1891 catalog included three such chrysanthemum
varieties: Mrs. Charles Dissel, for the wife of a wealthy amateur gardener in Pennsylvania;
Mrs. Alpheus Hardy, for the wife of a wealthy Boston sea merchant; and Mrs. Cleveland,
for the wife of former President Grover Cleveland. She named her own hybrid chrysanthemums in the same fashion, including one for Mrs. H. C. Ford, wife of the Santa
Barbara County Horticultural Society president.14
She also made sure that customers associated her place of business with the domestic
realm. She styled her 1891 spring open house, where she unveiled her seasonal products,
as a family garden party. She and daughters Myrtle, Margaret, and Edith wore fashionable dresses and stood between their home and the greenhouse, ready to escort guests
around the house and its gardens. The local paper took note of the location, reporting
that “Mrs. Shepherd and attendants were ‘at-home’ to the public from ten to five and
at least three-hundred guests enjoyed their hospitality.” Her husband participated as
well, showing “newspaper editors and prominent people about.”15 The family’s scripted
roles reinforced an image of Shepherd as wife and mother first and foremost.
Notably absent were most of Shepherd’s wage laborers, an exclusion that accentuated her domestic role and downplayed the role of commerce. In this period she
employed regularly at least four men: English immigrants John Bodger and his son and
two Chinese immigrants, Ah Wing and Ah Ti. Only Wing appeared at the open house,
13
Glenn S. Dumke, The Boom of the Eighties in Southern California (San Marino, 1991), 23;
Lee M. A. Simpson, Selling the City: Gender, Class, and the California Growth Machine, 1880–
1940 (Stanford, 2004), 42; “Articles of Incorporation: Southern California Floral and Seed
Company,” 10 August 1887 and “Articles of Incorporation: The Floral Park Company,” 30
November 1887, both MVC; and “Floriculture: A Flower-Seed and Bulb Garden in Ventura,” Los
Angeles Times, 21 August 1887.
14
Theodosia Shepherd, Mrs. Theodosia B. Shepherd’s Catalogue of Plants, Shrubs, Flower
Seeds and Bulbs (Ventura, 1891).
15
Francis, “Modern Flora,” 474; “Floral Opening,” Ventura Democrat quoted in Francis,
“Modern Flora,” 475; and Francis, “Modern Flora,” 474, all Shepherd Papers.
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where his sole duty was handing out seed catalogs. Shepherd relied on Wing more than
this role suggested—in the fourteen years he worked for her, he became instrumental
to her business, devising faster seed-cleaning methods and helping her cultivate and
name a rare orange hybrid rose. Neither Wing nor Shepherd’s nonfamily employees
ever appeared in the numerous press articles on her business.16
Acknowledging these workers would have contradicted her domesticity and the
garden booster mythology, wherein prosperous white families formed the cornerstone
of California commercial horticulture. This model’s emphasis on middle-class family virtues greatly benefited Shepherd. As Cecilia Tsu has shown, turn-of-the-century
Santa Clara Valley orchardists, including women, presented themselves as embodying the white family-farm ideal, even though almost all of them relied on Asian labor.
Vacaville fruit grower Elise Buckingham did likewise when recounting to Sunset magazine how she fired her overseer and took on his duties in her orchard in the 1880s. While
she mentioned her son’s role in her business, she never revealed her large number of
nonnative employees—not her Chinese cook, her French winemaker, or her numerous Scotch-Canadian seasonal workers. Shepherd’s spring open house helped hide her
reliance on nonwhite labor and presented her as part of a mythological family farm.17
Shepherd simultaneously tapped into the booster imagery and rhetoric of California
as a garden paradise. Garden advocates penetrated all levels of print culture in the state,
as many sought profits from increasing land values. A number of publishers affiliated
themselves with the railroads, which began selling excess lands and promoting tourism
in earnest in the late 1880s and 1890s. Boosters hoped to draw tourists, health seekers, and settlers with promises of California’s mild climate, sunny skies, and fertile soil.
They imposed the socially constructed tale of an idealized California on an arid land
where large-scale mining and wheat farming had left a legacy of divisions between elite
corporations and landowners and their wage laborers.18 But the rise of this compelling myth grew the non-ranching, non-cereal crop farming that comprised horticultural industries. Shipments of fresh or “green” fruits from California to the East Coast
increased twentyfold between 1880 and 1890. By the turn of the century, California
produced one fifth of the nation’s fruits.19
16
Francis, “Modern Flora,” 375, 478, Shepherd Papers. Francis notes that numerous women
did short-term work for Shepherd over the years but does not name them.
17
Cecilia Tsu, “ ‘Independent of the Unskilled Chinaman’: Race, Labor, and Family Farming
in California’s Santa Clara Valley,” Western Historical Quarterly 37 (Winter 2006): 475, 481;
Bertha Smith, “What Women Are Doing in the West,” Sunset, July 1911, 46–7; and Thomas
Hugh Buckingham III, Rancho Lagunitas: Vacaville, 1880s, trans. Lottita Buckingham (Berkeley,
1973), 8, 11, 22.
18
Richard J. Orsi, “Selling the Golden State: A Study of Boosterism in Nineteenth-Century
California” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, 1973), 336, 361 and David Vaught, Cultivating
California: Growers, Specialty Crops, and Labor, 1875–1920 (Baltimore, 1999).
19
Encyclopædia Britannica, 9th ed., s.v. “California.” “Total green fruits shipped east in 1890
[estimated] at 105,000,000. In 1880 the amount was 5,180,000.” Encyclopædia Britannica, 11th ed.,
s.v. “Agriculture.”
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Figure 2. Theodosia Shepherd’s 1900 seed catalog, folder 8459, collection O-009, Nursery
and Seed Catalog Collection. Courtesy of Special Collections, Peter J. Shields Library,
University of California, Davis.
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Shepherd’s advertisements increasingly spotlighted her California location, and she
raised her prices accordingly. Between 1887 and 1892, Shepherd placed at least nine ads
in the Pacific Rural Press. In the first year, her seven-line ad read, “Everything beautiful for the flower garden!” but listed no products or prices. Her address appeared in the
second-to-last line. In 1889 she ran a thirteen-line advertisement, with her location on
the third line, listing twenty-three flower varieties for sale as cuttings; customers could
buy all of them along with ten seed packets for a total cost of $2. By 1892 the bold letters of “Ventura” dominated the first line—the name of her new flower, a bright tropical
canna lily with extravagant stamens and broad leaves. Each plant cost $1.25. Shepherd
became proficient at highlighting her locale as she placed bigger ads featuring more
expensive products.20 (See figure 2.)
This strategy helped Shepherd compensate for the limitations of her small, homebased business. A key wholesale order in 1881 gave Santa Rosa nurseryman Luther
Burbank his big break; the famous plant breeder made a name for himself by producing
19,500 plum trees for a customer in nine months by grafting them to almond rootstock.
Burbank’s advertisements could thus emphasize the sheer number of plants he had for
sale—one 1884 ad reads, “500,000 vigorous fruit and nut trees!” and lists his Santa Rosa
location in very small type below. In general, women’s enterprises like Shepherd’s, less
touted for size or ambition, could be praised more easily using the vocabulary of garden
boosters. Promotional material for Santa Clara County in 1888 contrasted male and
female growers, describing Charles Cropley’s sixty-five acres of berries, vegetables, and
wheat as the product of a “man of energy and ambition,” whereas Georgie McBride’s
thirty-two acres of fruit trees showed what a woman could do “in this land of sunny sky
and fertile soil.”21
Shepherd took advantage of California’s horticultural fairs and festivals to promote her business and connect it to the state’s image as a promised land. Floral events
were considered appropriate public spaces for women’s work, as demonstrated by the
Los Angeles Flower Festival Society, a group of middling ladies who organized flower
festivals to buy and run a boardinghouse for poor working women. In 1885 Shepherd
exhibited her products at flower shows in Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, earning
blue ribbons for carnations and pansies. She also attended a Santa Barbara floral society meeting that year, planning to start her own for women in Ventura. She showed
her flowers at the Los Angeles floral fair in 1886 and 1889. In 1887 she took her prizewinning carnations to a San Jose flower show. She also chaired Ventura’s floral fair
that year. With each fair she garnered more press and solidified her role as a promoter
of California’s floral industry. By the end of the decade, Shepherd’s strategy increased
Advertisement, 26 March 1887; advertisement, 27 April 1889; and advertisement, 30
April 1892, all Pacific Rural Press.
20

21
Jane S. Smith, The Garden of Invention: Luther Burbank and the Business of Breeding Plants
(New York, 2009), 78–9, 83 and H. S. Foote, ed., Pen Pictures from the “Garden of the World” or
Santa Clara County, California. . . . (Chicago, 1888), 268.
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her bottom line. Her yearly earnings jumped from $450 in 1884 to $2,000 in 1887. At
that level Shepherd’s business brought in double the earnings of the average western
family at the turn of the century.22
Statistics show that on average, female floriculturalists like Shepherd were more
prevalent in California than in any other state. In 1891 the U.S. Census issued its first
bulletin regarding commercial floriculture, including a gender breakdown of business
owners. It counted 4,659 such enterprises in the United States, of which 312—about
6.5 percent—were owned and operated by women. In California, the percentage nearly
doubled (12 percent); women owned 18 out of 150 florist establishments in the state.
California women also made up about 12.5 percent of those employed by commercial
flower businesses, with 150 female employees out of 1,197 total, slightly higher than
the national average of just over 10 percent. In the 1890s, California appeared to be a
welcome place for women in commercial floriculture.23
During that same decade, as Shepherd’s 1893 speech to the pomological society
indicated, her business strategy and goals changed. While some appeals to domesticity
remained, the growing influence of clubwomen and suffragists motivated her to expand
how she viewed her enterprise. She started using her business to call for broader roles
for women. Maintaining her appeals to garden boosterism, Shepherd encouraged others to see women’s horticulture work as integral to the state’s growth and part of the
larger project of the women’s movement in California.
Shepherd’s new portrayal of her business reflected the growing strength of organized women in the West. Gayle Gullett explains that in California expanding work for
women and getting the vote developed in tandem as two sides of the same movement;
its leaders promoted women’s work and campaigned for woman suffrage. Clubwoman
Mary S. Gibson, who wrote a history of California clubs, highlighted three turning
points for the nineteenth-century women’s rights movement: the beginning of female
higher education, the formation of the first suffrage association, and the expansion of
women’s work.24
Like other white middle-class women of her time, Shepherd had reform movement experience. In Iowa she had dabbled in temperance, dress reform, and suffrage.
She probed Spiritualism and Unitarianism, religious movements with female leaders, and practiced the water cure, a woman-centered alternative health movement.
22
Jane Apostol, “They Said It with Flowers: The Los Angeles Flower Festival Society,”
Southern California Quarterly 62 (Spring 1980): 72; Francis, “Modern Flora,” 315, 346, Technology
Collection; “Ventura Seed Farm,” Pacific Rural Press, 19 March 1887; and U.S. Department of
Commerce and Labor, Bulletin of the Bureau of Labor: Wages and Hours of Labor in Manufacturing
Industries, 1890 to 1907, no. 77 (Washington, DC: GPO, 1908), 203.

“Census Report on Seed Farms,” 17 October 1891 and “Commercial Floriculture,” 16 May
1891, both Pacific Rural Press.
23

24
Gayle Gullett, Becoming Citizens: The Emergence and Development of the California
Women’s Movement, 1880–1911 (Champaign, 2000), 1–3 and Mary S. Gibson, A Record of
Twenty-five Years of The California Federation of Women’s Clubs, 1900–1925, vol. 1 (n.p., 1927), 1.
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The milestone for Shepherd came after organized women embraced her commercial
enterprise as a politicized example of what women could and should do. Their goal
was women’s access to liberating, fulfilling careers beyond the home. Female horticulturalists like Shepherd thus had value to the California women’s movement.25
Suffragists provided Shepherd with the first stimulus to connect her work to the
women’s movement. Because suffragists emphasized state-level enfranchisement in
the West, they helped Shepherd link the California-centric promotion of her work
to their goal. In the late 1880s, Massachusetts suffragist Cora Scott Pond wrote to
Shepherd while surveying California’s potential to pass a suffrage amendment. Pond
convinced her to join this cause, and Shepherd did so enthusiastically. Unitarian
minister Edward Everett Hale also encouraged Shepherd to focus on suffrage. Hale
was a friend of Julia Ward Howe, one of the founding members of the American
Woman Suffrage Association (AWSA), which championed state suffrage legislation. Hale inspired Shepherd to ask Howe, then on a California speaking tour, to
attend a ladies’ social at her home. At the informal gathering Shepherd and her
friends expressed support for Howe’s work by presenting her with a suffrage poem
to the tune of her song “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.” Howe suggested that
Shepherd organize a Ventura women’s club with more formal meetings. Shepherd
took her advice.26
Soon after Shepherd took up the suffrage cause, Southern California clubwomen drew her into their inner circles. In the late nineteenth century, clubs gave
middle-class women a place to debate women’s role in society and engage with male
civic leaders about women’s social and legal restrictions. In California, as Lee M.
A. Simpson notes, the booster mentality gave clubwomen access to training “in
property ownership and management, in political activism, and in city planning.”
Clubs helped Shepherd connect her business to organized women’s goals of promoting female careers and gave her a public forum to develop and promote her ideas.
Shepherd’s sister Ella first introduced her to this network through the Los Angeles
Woman’s Club. Shepherd wrote a letter to the club in 1885 about starting and running her business, asserting, “it is work woman is fully able to do.” After this club
became the Friday Morning Club in 1891 and grew rapidly, Shepherd developed
friendships with three of its presidents, Margaret Collier Graham, J. A. Osgood,
and Caroline Seymour Severance.27
25
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Severance would have been familiar with the concept of female careers in horticulture from her earlier years. In 1868 she founded the New England Woman’s Club,
widely credited with pioneering the American women’s club movement. The Boston
club ran a horticultural school for women from 1870 to 1878, with the goal of helping
its students engage in new careers. As Karen J. Blair argues, this program was “justified by a Domestic Feminist argument as woman’s proper work,” since women were
considered to have a close relationship with nature. Severance was also a suffragist and an original member of the AWSA. She moved west to Los Angeles in 1875,
hoping to grow oranges with her husband, but she soon turned her attention back
to social movements, using her experience as a model for the Southern California
clubs she founded.28
Shepherd’s close relationship with Severance encouraged her to see her business
as a way to help women move beyond the home. Severance and Shepherd shared a
special bond: Severance named Shepherd “among my most enjoyable acquaintances”
and called her flower work “brilliant.” Shepherd returned the admiration by naming
two flower creations for her friend: a “carmine and silvery gray” carnation in 1887
and a yellow rose, which she dedicated to Severance in a special ceremony during her
1892 spring open house. Naming flowers after Severance rather than famous wives
marked a turning point for Shepherd. Her daughter recalled that in 1892 Shepherd
began to tell others of “her desire to see many women emancipated from the drudgery
of housework and engaged in raising flower seeds, growing plants or entering the cut
flower business.” In light of Severance’s earlier activities, her promotion of Shepherd’s
business was an extension of her long-held feminist principles.29
Shepherd’s involvement increased when she joined the Woman’s Parliament of
Southern California, the regional umbrella organization for women’s associations.
There she developed her goal of making horticulture a new profession for white
middle-class women. Established with help from Severance in 1892, the Woman’s
Parliament brought together women from societies, churches, and clubs to discuss
“the progress of women’s work.” Five hundred women attended the first 1892 session, and by the next session, one thousand participated. Shepherd traveled to Los
Angeles, Pomona, Santa Barbara, and Santa Ana to attend meetings from 1893 to
Generation of Civic Engagement: The Friday Morning Club in Los Angeles, 1891–1931,”
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1896. She became the district vice president for Ventura County and led discussions
at meetings. Upon hearing papers on “The Poverty Problem,” “Occupation,” and “The
Home” address the restrictions placed on women, in 1894 Shepherd responded with
her own ideas about what women could do to earn a profitable wage. At that year’s
meeting she presented a paper titled “Seed, Bulb and Plant-Growing for Women.”
She advised women to start careers in horticulture, gave them business tips, and told
them to “make a specialty” of a few plants. The reward for women’s shrewd approach
would be a market where one could, “within reason, name your price.” She received
an enthusiastic response.30
Shepherd gave similar speeches throughout the 1890s. These provide the best
examples of how, inspired by suffragists and clubwomen, she used her influence to
promote horticulture as a business for women. They also reveal how Shepherd capitalized on her familiarity with California garden boosterism to reach a wider audience. At the 1892 State Fruit Growers’ Convention she declared, “No state has so
great a future; no state can supply so great a demand as this our California,” thanks
to “the valuable products that grow in her rich soil.” She then turned her attention
to the role of women in the floriculture industry: “Flower culture is a work for which
women are preeminently fitted. There is scarcely a branch in which an intelligent,
energetic woman with any love for the work could not succeed, if she has self reliance
and determination.” Shepherd relied less on the domestic justification for women’s
flower work here, praising instead female intelligence, independence, and pluck—but
she embedded this message within one of promoting the state’s growers, making it
agreeable to the men in her audience.31
California women journalists working at promotional newspapers and magazines increasingly supported women who embodied the ideals of profit and pleasure
through the commodification of garden products. In one 1893 Morning Call article,
Penelope Powellson contrasted a North Dakota farmwoman who “burned [her] entire
crop of corn for fuel last winter” with women in California, who sold their products
at good prices. She cited California’s “favorable” climate and named thirteen of the
state’s horticultural businesswomen, including Shepherd, Vacaville orchardist Elise
Buckingham, Glen Ellen vineyardist Kate Warfield, and Auburn olive grower Mary
Robeson. She saved special praise for Shepherd: “Beginning with neither capital nor
business experience she has built up a flourishing Industry and opened up an entirely
new field for feminine energy.” The “healthful” climate supported the women’s success:
30
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“The list could be indefinitely prolonged of women, both north and south in this
wonderful State, who are finding health, wealth, wisdom and happiness in cultivating
the soil.” In the aforementioned 1893 Californian Illustrated Magazine article, Maggie
Downing Brainard lauded women across the country for entering commercial horticulture, but she focused most of her attention on California women, extolling their
work along with the state’s climate and fertile soil. She wrote, “Mrs. Shepherd has
opened up another gold mine of infinite value to California.” And in 1894 the Los
Angeles Herald ran four articles on women farmers in the state, praising Shepherd,
Buckingham, Strong, and McBride as those who “manage large estates, make money
and keep healthy and happy.” Taken for granted was the California landscape that
made this possible: “[O]f course, the comforts of farm life are greater than they are
in the east, and there is a possibility of gaining more than a mere living.” Rooted in
this new Eden, women improved their bodies and their bottom line—and the press
accepted their blurring the boundaries of those separate spheres.32
Politicized by the suffrage movement, reinforced in her message by women’s clubs,
and uplifted by the booster press, Shepherd confidently began promoting horticultural careers for women. Her message was quite pertinent in the wake of the Panic
of 1893, when several key banks failed and major cities like San Francisco faced
labor unrest. In her speech to the pomological society that year Shepherd emphasized the profits generated in commercial floriculture, noting that women grew one
tenth of the country’s cut flowers, valued at $26 million annually. She insisted that
in California, where all kinds of plants “grow and bloom through all seasons of the
year,” most people still failed to capitalize on the “great advantages” of developing
a horticulture business.33
Shepherd’s own success that year reinforced her gendered version of the garden
ideal. The popular Southern California exhibit at the World’s Columbian Exposition
in Chicago featured her seeds. Her catalog was bigger than ever at fifty-five pages, offering seeds, bulbs, palms, orchids, and cacti; in some ways it resembled Luther Burbank’s
fifty-seven-page catalog New Creations in Fruits and Flowers, published the same year. But
whereas Burbank opened by boasting of his twenty years creating a business that was “the
most extensive of its kind,” Shepherd offered a humble note of introduction to her fourth
32
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catalog, claiming to be “better prepared than ever to satisfy customers,” giving credit to
the “favored climate” of Southern California for the quality of her goods.34
When presenting her message to women, Shepherd focused on the personal
benefits of her line of work. Speaking at the 1894 Woman’s Parliament meeting in
Pomona, she proclaimed horticulture as one key to women’s economic independence.
Shepherd reminded the ladies that in seeking “the betterment of women’s condition,
no factor is so important as the economic, ‘what shall we do?’ ” Shepherd insisted that
women in the industry would change gender norms for the better. She declared that
such a woman would not fear being “out of her ‘sphere.’ ” Instead, she would become
more autonomous: “to be successful one must learn to think for and depend upon
herself.”35 Shepherd’s message resonated with the goals of the women’s movement
and those familiar with discussions of women’s limited access to male professions.
Shepherd’s speech appears to have put her on the short list to speak at the
California Woman’s Congress of the 1894 Midwinter International Exposition in
San Francisco. The men who organized the event, led by San Francisco Chronicle
publisher M. H. de Young, modeled it on the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair—but with
a California twist that took garden boosterism to new heights. They dedicated an
entire building to horticulture and agriculture, the third most expensive structure
erected at the fair. Most county exhibits featured horticultural products—one of
the five major product categories on display, distinct from agriculture—in unique
art forms, including an orange tower, a walnut elephant, and a prune knight. The
fair’s slogan boasted “California: Land of Sunshine, Fruit and Flowers.”36
Female symbols figured prominently in the fair’s promotion of California horticulture.
The massive California Fountain near the center of the grounds flaunted Roman goddesses that represented garden abundance. The base featured Pomona, “goddess of garden
fruits,” and Flora, “goddess of flowers,” carrying baskets of produce. Minerva, wearing a
crown of poppies, perched on top next to an overflowing cornucopia of fruit. Beneath her
hung a garland of flowers and the fair’s slogan. Actual women were on public display as
well, selling gum, collecting admissions, even acting in living dioramas. But just as these
women generated anxieties in some observers, male midwinter fair organizers expressed
ambivalence toward actual women in fair leadership and barred them from serving on
34
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the auxiliary that supervised all of its congresses. Reacting to the exclusion of females,
the women who participated in the 1893 fair created the California Woman’s Congress,
which also capitalized on the fair’s promotion of California. They organized sessions on
the same topics as the official men’s congress, such as religion and literature, but with the
agenda of promoting women’s contributions and “the history of woman’s development
and progress on this Coast.”37
Shepherd provided a crucial link between the booster agenda of the midwinter fair
and the women’s movement contingent of the woman’s congress. Her product display
arrived at the Ventura County exhibit just in time for the fair’s press day in April 1894.
The most spectacular parts were two thirty-foot-tall sections of a night-blooming cactus
with huge white flowers. The Morning Call praised this unusual plant as “the largest of
its kind in the world,” also noting Shepherd’s display of 184 rare flower seeds. This positive press came three weeks before Shepherd gave a speech to the woman’s congress in
San Francisco; she was one of five well-known horticultural businesswomen on the congress’s advisory council.38
Shepherd’s presentation, titled “Floriculture,” tapped into the frustrations that
organized women felt about their professional limitations. She addressed the crowd
with a question: “Why should not women cultivate flowers for profit?” She declared
that the home had been women’s sphere, but men had invaded it with machines that
made clothes and “monopolized the industries of supplying the wants of the home.”
By this logic, men were thus responsible for the fact that “many women, driven to
seek a livelihood elsewhere, have turned to floriculture.” Finally, she proclaimed her
support for such women, urging them to have a clear mission in their fledgling businesses. Surrounded by gendered images of the state’s horticulture at the fair, Shepherd
insisted that real women were key to this burgeoning industry.39
Remarkably, seven other female specialty crop growers also spoke at the event.
After Shepherd’s presentation, Laura de Force Gordon rose from the audience and gave
an impromptu speech about silk culture as another profitable industry for women. Then
Mary Newbury Adams presented her paper “Agriculture: Its Relation to Civilization,”
invoking farming as a beneficial influence on the earth. After she finished, another
impromptu speaker stood up—fruit grower Lucy Underwood McCann—who also gave
a speech on horticulture.40
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When the women regrouped in the evening, horticulturalists gave three of the six
speeches. Strong spoke first, urging women to start such businesses, with McCann giving commentary. Next, Buckingham advised listeners on how to cultivate an orchard,
invoking the Garden of Eden and the “successful experiments of Mother Eve up to the
present time.” She most impressed audience members with her $2,600 profit in 1893
from just nine acres of prune plums. Mrs. L. J. Watkins gave the final paper, inviting further discussion from McCann and Gordon.41 As a formative component of the
woman’s congress, horticulturalists allowed organized women to tap into the promises
of California’s garden paradise and declare that horticulture enterprises were indeed
appropriate for their gender.
The 1894 woman’s congress marked a turning point for Shepherd, women interested in commercial horticulture more broadly, and the California women’s movement.
After the event, Shepherd became even more involved in promoting the state as a contributing writer. From 1894 to 1901 she wrote six articles for the Southern California
promotional magazine The Land of Sunshine, which glorified the California garden, celebrating plants she grew. Even more notably, she solidified the link between her work
and the women’s movement. Myrtle Shepherd recalled that after the woman’s congress,
“Theo[dosia] returned home refreshed in mind and body” and that she channeled her
energy into the suffrage cause.42
Her focus matched the path of the women’s movement taking shape in the state.
California suffrage supporters were campaigning for a state-level suffrage amendment,
attempting to merge the organizing activities of white middle-class clubwomen together
with the political capital of the Populists. On the last day of the woman’s congress,
its leaders reorganized into the Woman’s Congress Association of the Pacific Coast
and shifted toward campaigning for the state suffrage referendum while keeping many
of the original officers and most of its seven hundred members from throughout the
state. The group scheduled a meeting for the next year, inviting Susan B. Anthony and
Anna Shaw, president and vice president of the National American Woman Suffrage
Association, respectively, to help them rally support for a suffrage amendment. Suffragist
Sarah Severance noted that the Woman’s Congress Association was the central hub
of organized women and “ ‘helped us more than if it had been a suffrage society.’ ” 43
When Anthony planned a series of suffrage conventions in every county seat in
spring 1896, organized women remembered Shepherd’s speech and urged her to lead
Ventura County’s campaign. Shepherd called a meeting at her home that year, insisting
41
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on hosting the movement’s leaders. Myrtle, by then an integral part of her mother’s flower
seed business, remembered the moment when her mother met Anthony: “[Shepherd]
whispered, ‘I never thought to look on the face of the woman who blazed the trail of
freedom for all womankind.’ In response, Anthony is said to have smiled and told her,
“Mrs. Shepherd, you too have blazed a trail.” 44
The women’s movement suffered a blow with the defeat of the suffrage amendment, but it did not break its connection to women’s commercial horticulture endeavors. In 1900 grower Emma Shafter-Howard established the Women’s Agricultural and
Horticultural Union of California to provide information, education, and networking for female growers. Howard held up Shepherd’s work, and that of Buckingham
and Strong, as the best examples of women making valuable economic contributions to California horticulture. Howard was a participant in the woman’s congress
herself, and her goals for the group reflected the strategies that fused in that 1894
meeting. As a nod to booster goals, she told the state’s male fruit growers that she
created the organization “based upon the natural conditions of our soil and its
increase,” including efforts “to beautify and enrich barren surroundings on roadside
and in garden.” As writer Lucy Baker Jerome noted, the group also aimed to gain for
women “recognition as an important factor in promoting the development of the
State.” But like organized women’s groups, the union was designed to give growers
support on the basis of gender. As Howard declared, “it is largely the opportunity
of women to throw out lines of mutual recognition and helpfulness.” To that end,
they organized not as an auxiliary of the state’s male-dominated fruit growers’ association, as one paper erroneously reported, but under the umbrella of the Woman’s
International Agricultural and Horticultural Union, formed at a woman’s congress
in London in 1899.45
The group appears to have realized its goals most fully in a 1905 issue of For
California, a state promotional magazine. After Howard wrote a paper to be read at
the 1903 State Fruit Growers’ Convention, insisting that the union be incorporated
into all men’s “promotional work,” women horticulturalists authored nine of the ten
articles in the 1905 “Woman’s Occupation” issue. Buckingham recalled that the day
she heard a man scoff at her newly planted orchard—“what can you expect of a
woman, and a city woman at that?”—was the day that inspired her to take charge
by firing her male superintendent in order to make her business succeed. Rancher
Minnie Sherman wrote that after poor packaging ruined her grapes she simply opened
44
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her own packinghouse—she even added ribbons to crates and sold them for a dollar more. She enthusiastically concluded about her business, “Yes! It is a life worth
living.” And olive grower Freda Ehman argued, “any woman who feels inclined to
pickle and prepare her own olives for the market, will always find ready sale for the
California ripe olive.” The final article was Shepherd’s “Growing the New Everbearing
Crimson Winter Rhubarb: An Inviting Industry for Women.” She summarized her
twenty-year evolution as a horticultural businesswoman in her last sentence: “The
cultivation of this new wealth-producer is an occupation in which any intelligent
energetic woman can succeed, and I hope in the near future that women, realizing
the handsome profits and healthful work connected with its cultivation will be leading in the industry and growing hundreds of acres of this rhubarb.” 46
Shepherd reached the peak of her popularity in 1905 with her rhubarb, which
earned her favorable comparisons to Luther Burbank, now celebrated for his hybridized creations, including his Crimson Winter Rhubarb, which extended the plant’s
growing season. Shepherd met Burbank at the 1892 State Fruit Growers’ Convention,
and she began to cultivate and sell her own choice seedlings of his hybrid rhubarb
sometime after 1900. In 1905 she popularized this variety by writing articles about it
and shipping it to the members of the Woman’s Parliament, where she spoke about
its uses in pie making. That same year, newspapers and magazines began touting her
as the “Feminine Burbank” and “A Woman Burbank.” The Pittsburg Dispatch wrote,
“all that Luther Burbank has been and is to the vegetable kingdom, Mrs. Theodosia
B. Shepherd has been and is to the world of flowers.” By promoting her work with
Burbank’s hybrid, Shepherd received praise that emphasized her gender as a positive
aspect of her work—one that enhanced her profits and accomplishments.47
Shepherd died in September 1906, not long after the height of her celebrity.
Several obituaries reflected on what her successful business had come to embody.
She was praised as both one “who has done so much for the fame of the State and
the delights of California life by her achievements in plant breeding” and a woman
who dedicated herself to the furtherance of female horticulturists, “a great advocate
of gardening as a profession for women.” It is in this capacity that Shepherd provides
such insight into the world of women growers in the state. Within a decade, Shepherd
shifted from simply emphasizing women’s gardening as an expansion of domesticity
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to encouraging their horticultural endeavors as a way to move beyond the home—
benefiting both them and the state’s economy.48
Theodosia Shepherd’s experiences as a female horticulturalist at the turn of the
century illuminate the challenges experienced by women entering the public sphere of
business—even in the West, where early women’s suffrage successes might suggest they
would find support. Western women still could not shape the land and bring it into production in the same way as men, nor could they present themselves or their businesses
as men could. Businesswomen had to position themselves at the juncture where limitations on their activities were weakest and incentives to support their enterprises were
strongest. For Shepherd that meant combining garden booster rhetoric with organized
women’s tactics in precise and nuanced ways. Her “love of enterprise and Nature” was
thus no inborn trait. It was a performance—one that reflected a learned strategy and
marked her as an agent of western myth-making and western politics.
Close examination of Shepherd’s life, both private and public, shifts the conceptual
focus away from women’s agricultural businesses as a means to generate profit toward
seeing them as a space to discuss and contest women’s place in politics, nature, and
society. Scrutiny of her individual experience can uncover the intimate and subtle challenges female entrepreneurs encountered—personal details that would remain otherwise obscured in an examination of businesswomen purely through public documents.
Commercial activity allowed western women to capitalize on a propitious moment in
history and earn a living in an industry previously dominated by men. But this arena
also allowed women’s own voices to be heard, their individual contributions celebrated,
and even the most supposedly natural of female roles reimagined.
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